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E-tailers can impact customers’ order incidence and cart size by offering an attractive shipping fee; they can also influence
customers to purchase other products using a recommendation system. -is article provides a combined model in which the
shipping-fee discount and product recommendations occur jointly to maximize the sales volume of e-tailers. Selection of
recommended products and discount of shipping fee are the dynamic issues involving the complexity of business environments.
-e proposed model first determines the optimal shipping-fee discount to attract customers and then establishes the most suitable
product recommendation list to encourage customers to spend more money on other products. -rough the use of a shipping-fee
discount and simultaneous product recommendations, e-tailers maximize the sales volume. As for consumers, they can always get
additional savings from the subsequent shopping process because the product’s shipping fee is lower than the original shipping
costs. Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach is feasible and better than alternative methods for achieving sales
volume maximization. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis validates the stability of the proposed model in the face of an uncertain
environment. -erefore, using the shipping-fee discount and product recommendation system as a united marketing strategy can
maximize e-tailers’ sales volume.

1. Introduction

An explosion of e-business has occurred over the last decade
[1]. In 2019, retail e-commerce sales will expand 27.3%,
reaching $1.935 trillion, or 36.6% of total retail sales.
EMarketer forecast that retail e-commerce sales will
maintain strong growth by the end of 2023 [2].

E-commerce has greatly improved the efficiency and
efficiency of traditional business activities. From the view of
consumers, online shopping has the advantage of making it
easy to purchase items and compare prices. Online sales
reduce intermediate links, reduce transaction costs, redefine
the traditional circulation model, and enable direct trans-
actions between producers and consumers. Companies can
transfer savings to consumers, which is why the well-known
online bookstore Amazon can offer consumers discounts

that traditional bookstores cannot provide. At the same time,
online shopping is not restricted by store location and
business hours. Traditional commerce is shop-style sales
characterized by fixed sales locations (i.e., stores) and fixed
sales hours. Online sales are carried out through online
stores featuring information databases, so its sales space
extends with the extension of the network system. -ere are
no geographical barriers, and its retail time is determined by
consumers, namely, online users.

However, the disadvantage of online shopping is the
price impact when the freight increases the total cost of the
purchase. For example, Dasiy wants to buy a household mop
and the online price is 7 percent lower than the brick-and-
mortar price before considering the shipping fee. However,
adding those charges results in a 10 percent increase in the
total purchase price, which causes her to cancel the online
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purchase. Expensive shipping costs disappoint and frustrate
many customers. A survey by PayPal found that a high
transportation cost is the main reason customers abandon
the shopping cart without making a purchase. Approxi-
mately half of the online shoppers abandon their carts due to
the increase in shipping costs [3]. Expensive shipping fees
prevent customers from completing online transactions,
which leads to a loss of sales for e-tailers [4].

Because of the role of transport costs in determining
profitability, e-tailers have introduced various measures to
mitigate the negative impacts [5]. Promotions such as free
shipping on specific orders are also applied to lessen the
impact of shipping costs [6]. Lewis et al. [7] contend that free
shipping and value-contingent free shipping are effective
methods to attract consumers. ComScore [8] found that 42%
of online shoppers in Asia added items to their shopping
carts in order to qualify for free shipping. So more and more
e-commerce platforms have used free shipping to attract
online consumers’ shopping in order to improve the plat-
forms’ performance [9, 10].

While discounted shipping fees can attract and convert
customers effectively, they create a real dilemma: the col-
lection of transportation costs to compensate for the cost of
the e-tailer’s transportation often dissuades the customers
from purchasing, while reducing the cost of transportation
leads to a loss in the e-tailer’s profits [5].

In addition to the use of discounts on shipping fees to
retain consumers, e-tailers can offer more value-added
services to customers through the use of information
technology. For example, online recommendations reduce
the consumers’ web search costs and provide valuable
product information [11, 12]. Because of the strong com-
plementarity and substitution in the products [13, 14],
e-tailers can take advantage of the interaction of product
recommendation and complementarity and substitution
effects to discover the products that best suit the customer.
As mentioned above, we could recommend to Dasiy a mop
head for the household mop whose purchase price is
equivalent to the shipping fee without the freight. Dasiy
could buy all the products, which increases the amount
purchased.

How to combine the freight discount with the recom-
mendation system to make consumers buy products instead
of giving up the purchase behavior, so as to ultimately
maximize sales volume for e-tailers? It is generally accepted
that recommendations change the customer’s value of the
product [15, 16]. We assume that the e-tailer’s recom-
mendation strengthens the product value and put forward a
combined model to maximize the impact of product rec-
ommendations. -is model enables an e-tailer to use freight
discounts to attract customer traffic and compensates for the
loss of profits caused by the shipping-fee discount by en-
hancing the sales volume of other recommended products;
this article mainly focuses on the following three issues:

(1) How is the shipping-fee discount rate set, and how
are products selected to recommend, considering
that customers can buy any product and that the
customers’ valuation of the product is affected by the

recommendation? Figure 1 shows an example of the
shipping fee and the product recommendation on
Taobao.com. In Figure 1, the mop on the largest
picture in the upper left corner is the product
consumers want to buy initially. -e text on the right
describes the price, freight, payment method, and
other information of the product. At the bottom is
the recommendation of other related products. -e
portion highlighted by the red box is the main focus
of our study: how to decide the shipping-fee dis-
count, and how to select the products to recommend.

(2) What is the influence of the product recommen-
dation on the shipping-fee discount, and the sales
volume under the shipping-fee discount?

(3) How do changes in the reservation price, the rec-
ommendation accuracy, and the complementary
products influence the retailer’s sales volume?

To obtain more sales volume, online retailers should take
advantage of the relationship between shipping-fee sched-
ules and recommendations. -is paper provides a valuable
model for managers to optimize the use of online functions
to serve customers and improve the sales volume of e-tailers.
E-tailers can acquire the largest sales volume through the
systematic consideration of the relationship between the
shipping-fee discounts and product recommendations.
Using Taobao.com data, we utilize product features to
provide guidance on the online shipping-fee discount and
product recommendations.

-e rest of this research is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the literature on shipping-fee research and rec-
ommendation systems. Section 3 presents a model to op-
timize an e-tailer’s sales volume through the shipping-fee
discount and product recommendations. In Section 4, a case
study is used to illustrate the performance of the proposed
model. Sensitivity analysis of the proposed model is given in
Section 5. Lastly, the conclusions and discussion are pro-
vided in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Shipping Strategy. Current studies on shipping strategy
emphasize the shipment policies of manufacturers in the
offline environment [17]. -e literature on online retailer’s
shipping-fee strategies is mainly composed of two streams.
Some researchers believe that sales prices and transportation
costs should be considered separately and consider the
selling price as the base and the shipping fees as surcharges
[18, 19]. Morwitz et al. [20] show that the partitioned
strategy increases the customers’ demand for products.
Regarding the impacts of the shipping fee on purchase
intention, Lewis et al. [7] find that customers are more
sensitive to shipping fees than to product prices and that the
sensitivity to shipping charges has a direct effect on the
customers’ purchase intentions. Burman and Biswas [21]
show that for customers with a high need for cognition, a
partitioned strategy has a significantly favorable effect on
customers’ purchases when surcharges are reasonable and
the effects reverse when surcharges are unreasonable.
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However, due to the different characteristics of electronic
retailers and customers, it is not applicable to all situations.
Cheema [22] maintains that charging a shipping fee sepa-
rately has a negative impact on reputation and on e-tailers’
sales. To guide the e-tailers to choose the best solution,
Gümüs et al. [23] propose a stylized game-theoretic model to
capture the competitive dynamics between the partitioned
and combined strategies. Based on the dual entitlement
principle, Huang et al. [4] developed a conceptual model to
examine the possible influence on the relationship among
threshold level, freight, and delivery time.

Most studies in the second stream focus on the effects of
transportation on the customers’ purchase decisions and
loyalty [24, 25]. Lewis et al. [7] contend that free shipping
and value-contingent free shipping are effective methods to
attract consumers. Hua et al. [26] examined the retailer’s
optimal order quantity and the optimal selling price si-
multaneously when the supplier offers free shipping and the
retailer faces stochastic demand. Shao [27] investigated the
impact of shipping policies in the multiretailer and exclusive
retailer supply chains. Song et al. [28] designed a coordi-
nation mechanism between an online retailer and a delivery
operator for optimizing the threshold pricing. ComScore [8]
found that 42% of online shoppers in Asia added items to
their shopping carts in order to qualify for free shipping. So
more and more e-commerce platforms have used free
shipping to attract online consumers’ shopping in order to
improve the platforms’ performance [9, 10]. However, the
loss due to free transportation is so huge that the promotion
is not profitable.

-ere are many ways to improve the sales volume of
enterprises, such as coupons and discount strategies [29, 30].
However, the discount of the product will affect the brand of

goods, and the shipping-fee discount will not. -e extant
literature indicates that the optimization of the trans-
portation costs is significant enough to improve the sales
volume of e-tailers [4, 31]. However, even though re-
searchers can detect such effects from the shipping fee, there
is no guideline regarding the shipping fee and the best set of
products to recommend.-is is the focal point of this paper.

2.2. Online Recommendation Systems. Since the first online
recommendation system (ORS) was developed by Goldberg
and colleagues [32], various recommendation systems and
related technologies such as content-based filtering (CBF)
and collaborative filtering (CF) have been reported.

Hence, most of the online recommendation systems,
according to the customers’ online history, are based on CBF
or CF approaches to identify the customer’s preferences and
to recommend the products that are most likely to be ac-
cepted for a particular customer [15, 33]. Some research
ensured the accuracy of recommendations by improving the
accuracy of the algorithm [34]. Different from the CF and
CBF methods, which are based on the possibility of buying
the product, other research focuses on the impact of the
recommendation system on the customer’s purchase deci-
sion.-e researchers also explored the reaction of customers
to the recommended products [35] and identified the most
appropriate products to recommend [36, 37]. In addition to
customers’ preferences, customers’ savings, and the e-tailer’s
profits have emerged. Garfinkel et al. [38] proposed a
shopbot to identify the savings opportunities for customers
when considering different promotion strategies. Jiang et al.
[30] studied the promotion strategy for e-business com-
petitiveness through pricing and recommendation based on

How to decide the shipping-fee 
discount?

How to select the products to 
recommend?

Figure 1: An example of the shipping fee and recommendation on Taobao.com.
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B2C e-commerce platform. But it was limited in C2C sites
because the factors that influence the consumers’ purchasing
decisions are often different on the different network plat-
form as mentioned in the Introduction. We take Taobao
C2C network platform as the research object and provide a
valuable model for managers to optimize the use of online
functions to serve customers and improve the sales volume
of e-tailers. At the same time, Taobao’s e-tailers different
from the Amazon platform have more options in the choice
of recommended products and the shipping-fee discount.
Generally, objective function, the constraints, and models
constructed in this paper are different. -is paper proposes
models to improve the sales volume of e-tailers through
optimizing the discount of shipping fee and the decision of
product recommendation simultaneously.

In short, current research seldom combines recom-
mendation system with freight to maximize sales volume.
-is article regards the recommendation system as a mar-
keting means rather than information technology to change
consumer behavior and promote sales volume. -e paper
explores the relationship between recommendation and
shipping fee and how to use both simultaneously to max-
imize sales.

3. Modeling

3.1. Modeling Idea. In order to attract consumers to buy
recommended products by using the shipping-fee discount,
the paper proposes the model shown in Figure 2. When
consumers browse the products they need on the Internet,
some consumers give up buying the products due to freight.
In order to retain these customers, we discount the freight.
At the same time, the recommendation system provides
other products to consumers according to the browsing
history, product-buying history, and consumer information.
-en, each of the recommended products and the product
with shipping-fee discount are tied to calculate the discount
rate of shipping fee. Because the product’s shipping fee is
lower than the original shipping costs, consumers can always
get additional savings from the subsequent shopping pro-
cess. -is model attracts consumers through freight dis-
counts and then compensates for the losses caused by freight
discounts by recommending suitable products and ulti-
mately maximizes sales.-e basic idea of the model is shown
in Figure 2.

3.2. Foundational Assumptions

3.2.1. Rationale of the Shipping-Fee Discount. -e shipping-
fee discount is one of themost effective communication links
between e-tailers and customers. Before discussing the de-
tails of the model, we provide the basic and necessary as-
sumptions. First, the e-tailer collaborates with shipping
companies to reduce costs.-ey get the lowest shipping cost.
Second, an e-tailer could price the shipping fee low enough
to attract a reasonable number of customers. Finally, we
assume that the shipping-fee schedules before the
discount derives optimal profits when the product is sold
independently.

3.2.2. Rationale of the Recommendation. Offering online
recommendation services helps improve customer satis-
faction [15, 16]. Product recommendations can make up for
the losses from the free shipping. For example, when a
customer is viewing a coat, he can also see other products via
the product recommendation. -is article contends that the
recommendation enhances the customers’ awareness and
changes the customers’ valuation by recommending prod-
ucts to customers who are interested in the promoted items
and by analyzing the customers’ purchase decision when
they view the recommendation. In this paper, consumers
can buy any product, regardless of whether it is recom-
mended or not.

3.2.3. Rationale of the Sales Volume. In this study, we as-
sume that the maximizing sales volume by establishing the
best shipping-fee discount and recommendation is the goal
of the enterprise. Rational consumers will buy due to the
surplus value of the products. -e sales volume is the ad-
ditional demands that the proposed model generates. Based
on this definition, the strategy changes the e-tailer’s sales
volume from the following two aspects:

(1) Sales volume changes from the product f, which
receives a shipping-fee discount

(2) Additional sales from relative products. Customers
that are attracted by the product f may also buy
other recommended products due to the shipping-
fee discount.

3.2.4. Rationale of the Gains. -e goal of this paper is to
pursue the maximization of sales volume, rather than profit
maximization. In 1959, Baumol put forward the “sales
maximization hypothesis” in the book “Enterprise behavior,
value and growth.” Baumol regards the maximization of
sales under a certain profit’s condition as the typical target of
an oligopoly. In this paper, the profit constraint is set as
follows: the total profit is not less than the profit before the
promotion. -e gains are the additional profits that the
proposed model generates. As long as the gain≥ 0, it meets
the constraints.

3.3. Model Parameters. -e variables used in this paper are
shown in Table 1. -e following is a detailed description of the
variables used in the model. Let us suppose that the current
price, cost, and reservation price of product f are p, c, and Rf.
“Consumers have different reserve prices for different prod-
ucts” has been widely recognized in the field of marketing [39].
Define the price, cost, and reservation price of the shipping fee
about f as ps, cs, and Rs, respectively. -e substitutes, com-
plements, and independent products of product f are
SUB � fS

1, . . . , fS
s , . . . , fS

|SUB| , COM � fC
1 , . . . , fC

c , . . . ,

fC
|COM|}, and IND � fI

1, . . . , fI
i , . . . , fI

|IND| , respectively.
Among them, |SUB|, |COM|, and |IND| are their corre-
sponding numbers. -e sales prices of the products are
pS
1, . . . , pS

s , . . . , pS
|SUB| , pC

1 , . . . , pC
c , . . . , pC

|SUB| , and
pI
1, . . . , pI

i , . . . , pI
|IND| . -e costs are cS

1, . . . , cS
s , . . . , cS

|SUB| ,
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cC
1 , . . . , cC

c , . . . , cC
|SUB| , and cI

1, . . . , cI
i , . . . , cI

|IND| , respec-
tively.-ere areN potential consumers tomaximize consumer
surplus as the goal, who are willing to maximize utility in the
purchase by choosing different products. Consumers will only
buy the product if the consumer surplus of a product
is nonnegative. Customers’ reservation prices of the
substitutes, complements, and independent products are
Rs
1, . . . , Rs

s, . . . , Rs
|SUB| , RC

1 , . . . , RC
c , . . . , RC

|SUB| , and
RI
1, . . . , RI

i , . . . , RI
|IND| , respectively. -e reservation price is

the intrinsic value of the product for the consumer, but it may
vary with the external environment, such as the recommen-
dation system. We use RS,r

s , RC,r
c , and RI,r

i to indicate the
customers’ reservation prices for the recommended products.
Space for the recommended products is limited. m is the
maximum number of products that can be recommended. sv is
defined as the discount demand as change in sales volume of
the product (product f, complementary products, substitutes,
and independent products). gain is the additional profit as
mentioned in Section 3.2.4.

To achieve the best effect, e-tailers need to make deci-
sions in the two following areas: (1) based on the current
price p, determine the optimal discount rate d for the
shipping fee of product f, and (2) select products from the
S ∪ B (the set of substitutes of product f), COM (the set of
complements of product f), and IND (the set of inde-
pendent products of product f) to recommend the ship-
ping-fee discount, to impact the customers’ purchase
decisions, and to maximize the overall sales volume. -e
decision variables are shown in Table 2. -e following
section details the calculation method for the total sales
volume from product f and its complements, substitutes,
and independent products.

3.4. Consumer Classifications. -is article studies the im-
pacts of combining the shipping-fee discount with the
recommendation system on corporate sales volume. We

�e consumer

�e product 
(with shipping-

fee discount)

Recommended 
products

Calculate freight 
discount

Product-buying 
history

Browsing 
history

Consumer 
information

Figure 2: Process of the proposed model.

Table 1: Model parameter.

Variable
name Description

N -e number of potential customers

m
-e maximum number of products that can be

recommended
f -e product (with shipping-fee discount)
p -e price of the product f

c -e cost of the product f

Rf Customer’s reservation price of product f

ps -e current shipping fee of product f

cs -e cost of shipping fee
Rs Customer’s reservation price of shipping fee
SUB -e set of substitutes of product f

fS
s -e substitute of product f, s � 1, . . . , |SUB|

|SUB| Total number of substitutes for product f

pS
s -e price of product fS

s , s � 1, . . . , |SUB|

cS
s -e cost of the product fS

s

RS
s Customer’s reservation price of fS

s

RS,r
s

Customer’s reservation price of product fS
s with

recommendation
COM -e set of complements of product f

fC
c -e complement of product f, c � 1, . . . , |COM|

|COM| Total number of complements for product f

pC
c -e price of product fC

c , c � 1, . . . , |COM|

cC
c -e cost of the product fC

c

RC
c Customer’s reservation price of product fC

c

RC,r
c

Customer’s reservation price of product fC
c with

recommendation
IND -e set of independent products of product f

fI
i

-e independent product relative to product f,
i � 1, . . . , |IND|

|IND|
Total number of independent products relative to

product f

pI
i -e price of product fI

i , i � 1, . . . , |IND|

cI
i -e cost of product fI

i

RI
i Customer’s reservation price of fI

i

RI,r
i

Customer’s reservation price of product fI
i with

recommendation
sv Discount demands of shipping fee in sales volume
gain Profit gains from customers
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define the discount demand as the change in sales volume of
the product (product f, complementary products, substi-
tutes, and independent products). Before the shipping-fee
discount, we divided customers into 16 groups based on the
purchase decision. -e results of the consumer classifica-
tions are shown in Figure 3. -e solid blue arrows indicate
the purchase of complementary products, substitutes, and
independent products. -e opposite direction indicates no
purchase occurred. -e 8 regions inside the small sphere
with the red line indicate that these consumers did not buy
product f before the shipping-fee discount. In contrast, the
8 regions inside the large sphere with a black line indicate
that these consumers bought product f before the shipping-
fee discount. We divide the sphere into two parts. -e upper
part is shown in Figure 4. -e lower part is shown in
Figure 5. -e consumers (i.e., segments A–D and E–H) who
do not buy product f before the shipping-fee discount are
attracted by the shipping-fee discount, change their pur-
chase decision, and increase the sales of product f. Alter-
natively, customers (i.e., consumer groups I–L and M–P)
who buy product f before the shipping-fee discount, who
may unintentionally be attracted to the recommended
substitutes, change and purchase the recommended sub-
stitute and reduce product f’s sales volume.

For complements fC
c and independent goods fI

i , con-
sumers in groups A, B, and C would also buy related
products without the shipping-fee discount. -e demand of
customers in segments A, B, and C for complements fC

c and
independent goods fI

i is not caused by the shipping-fee
discount and is thus not considered in the scope of this work.
-is paper focuses on the change in sales volume caused by
the shipping-fee discount and recommendations.

For substitutes, we assume that consumers buy more than
one product in a transaction, that is, the consumer can choose
two or more products in product f and substitutes fS

s ,
s � 1, . . . , |S ∪ B|, where |S ∪ B| is total number of substitutes
for product. For the consumers in group E–H and groupM–P,
e-tailers may increase the consumers’ utility of the recom-
mended substitute, to increase the sales volume for substitutes
fS

s . However, the shipping-fee discount may make customers
in group A–D and group I–L change their purchase decision,
which leads to a decrease in the sales of substitutes fS

s .

3.5. Model Construction. To maximize total sales volume,
e-tailers need to choose the best shipping-fee discount rate
and the most reasonable product collection to recom-
mend. Since many factors determine e-tailers’ sales

volume, and customers’ purchasing decision are affected
by numerous concerns, we employ a nonlinear mixed-
integer programming model to include key determinants
and necessary constraints. -e model of shipping-fee
discount and recommendation (SDR) can be expressed as
follows:

Max
d,XC

c ,XI
i
,XS

s ,Y
f
n ,YS

n,YC
n ,YI

n

svf + 

|COM|

c�1
sv

C
c + 

|IND|

i�1
sv

I
i + 

|SUB|

s�1
sv

S
s

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(1)

where discount sales of shipping fee for product
f: svf � 

N
n�1 Y

f
n , discount sales of shipping fee for com-

plements fC
c : svC

c � 
N
n�1 YC

n , discount sales of shipping fee
for product independent goods fI

i : svI
i � 

N
n�1 YI

n, discount
sales of shipping fee for substitutes fS

s : svS
s � 

N
n�1 YS

n.
-e sales volume from product f is given in constraints

(2)–(5). To attract consumers to buy product f, the e-tailer
must develop the total price of product f and the shipping-
fee discount, which ensures a consumer surplus. -erefore,
when the e-tailer sets up the shipping-fee discount, the
reservation prices of customers who would buy product f

satisfy the following constraint:

Rf + Rs − p + ps ×(1 − d)(  Y
f
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N.

(2)

-e consumer’s reservation price is an important factor
in deciding whether to buy the product and at what price to
buy the product f. -e reservation price determines the
different consumer responses to the shipping-fee discount.
svf (discount sales of shipping fee for product f) is mainly
from two different types of customers with different
reactions.

(1) -e first class of consumers in segments A–D and
segments E–H did not purchase product f before the
shipping-fee discount, but they may choose to buy
product f when a shipping-fee discount is offered.
-e reservation prices of consumers satisfy the fol-
lowing constraints:

p + ps − Rf + Rs  
f

n
≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N. (3)

svA–D,E–H is the sales volume that e-tailers use the
shipping-fee discount to increase, and it generates
additional gains:

Table 2: Decision variables.

Variable name Description
d -e discount rate of shipping fee
XS

s -e decision variable, which is 1 if the e-tailer recommends fS
s and is 0 otherwise

Y
f
n -e decision variable, which is 1 if the customer buys f and is 0 otherwise

YS
n -e decision variable, which is 1 if the customer buys fS

s and is 0 otherwise
XC

c -e decision variable, which is 1 if the e-tailer recommends fC
c and is 0 otherwise

XI
i -e decision variable, which is 1 if the e-tailer recommends fI

i and is 0 otherwise
YC

n -e decision variable, which is 1 if the customer buys fC
c and is 0 otherwise

YI
n -e decision variable, which is 1 if the customer buys fI

i and is 0 otherwise
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gainA–D,E–H � p + ps ×(1 − d)  − c + cs(   × svA–D,E–H .

(4)

(2) -e second type of consumers decided to buy
product f before the discount activities in segments
I–L and segments M–P. -e consumer’s reservation
price satisfies the following constraint:

Rf + Rs − p + ps(  Y
f
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N. (5)

-e constraint (5) indicates that the total reservation
price is higher than the sum of the price of the product f and
the current shipping fee of product f: p + ps in consumer
groups I–L and M–P. -e corresponding profits from these
customers are as follows:

gainI−L,M−P � p + ps ×(1 − d) − c + cs(   × svI−L,M−P

− p + ps − c + cs(   × svI−L,M−P

� −ps × d × svI−L,M−P.

(6)

In summary, the gain from product f under the ship-
ping-fee discount is given by

gainf � p + ps ×(1 − d) − c − cs  × svA–D,E–H

− ps × d × svI–L,M–P.
(7)

-e sales volume from complementary products is given
in constraints (8)–(12). Due to the complementary effect, the
consumers’ e-decision to purchase complementary goods
may change because of the shipping-fee discount. -e main
sales volume from complementary products is in two cat-
egories of consumers, as follows:

(1) -e customers in segments I, L, M, and P buy
product f without complements fC

c before the

�e 8 regions 
inside the  small 

sphere with a red 
line indicate that 
these consumers 

did not buy 
product f before 
the shipping-fee 

discount

�e 8 regions 
inside the large 

sphere with a black 
line indicate that 
these consumers 

purchased product f 
before the 

shipping-fee 
discount
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IND
P O
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G

BA

D C
I J
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Figure 3: Consumer classifications based on purchase decision.
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shipping-fee discount, whose reservation prices of f

satisfy the constraint (5). In addition, the product
bundle f, fC

c  cannot bring consumers more sur-
plus utility ((RC

fc + Rs − p − pC
c − ps)< (Rf + Rs−

p − ps)). Nevertheless, the shipping-fee discount and
product recommendation may change the relation-
ship between consumers’ reservation price of
the bundle and the bundle price. -erefore, the
possibility of ((RC,r

fc + Rs − p − pC
c − ps × (1 − d))≥

(Rf + Rs − p − ps)) exists when complements fC
c is

recommended. When e-tailers recommended
complements fC

c , the customers’ reservation price
for product bundle f, fC

c  is RC,r
fc , otherwise RC

fc.
-e constraints of these consumers’ reservation
price are as follows:

Rf + Rs − p − ps  − R
C
fc + Rs − p − p

C
c − ps  Y

C
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (8)

R
C,r
fc + Rs − p − p

C
c − ps ×(1 − d) X

C
c − Rf + Rs − p − ps  Y

N
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N. (9)

-e gains of the complements from these customers are
as follows:

gainI,L,M,P � p
C
c − c

C
c  × svI,L,M,P. (10)

-e reservation prices RC
fc and RC,r

fc have an im-
portant influence on the purchase decision of
complements fC

c , c � 1, . . . , |COM|. For the bundle
of independent products, e-tailers can calculate the
independent products’ reservation price by adding
them together, as consumers’ reservation prices are
independent of each other [40], whereas for the
bundle of complementary products and consumers’
superadditive reservation prices, enterprises can use
the method from the literature [41, 42] for the cal-
culation. Section 5 adopts sensitivity analysis to
introduce the effect of reservation price changes.

(2) -e consumers buy neither product f nor com-
plements fC

c before the shipping-fee discount, whose

reservation prices for f satisfy the constraint (3) and
reservation prices for complements fC

c satisfy
RC

c <pC
c . In the process of the shipping-fee discount,

consumers buy the productsf since their reservation
prices meet the constraint (2). If the products
complementary effect and personalized recom-
mendation increase the consumer’s reservation price
of complements fC

c , the purchase of bundle f, fC
c 

can produce more surplus utility. -e customers’
reservation prices satisfy ((RC,r

fc + Rs − p − pC
c − ps ×

(1 − d))≥ (Rf + Rs − p − ps)) when complements
fC

c are recommended and satisfy (RC
fc + Rs − p −

pC
c − ps × (1 − d))≥ (Rf + Rs − p − ps) when com-

plements fC
c are not recommended. -erefore, the

consumers may continue to buy complements fC
c

and their reservation prices satisfy the following
constraints:

p
C
c − R

C
c Y

C
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (11)

R
C,r
fc + Rs − p − p

C
c − ps ×(1 − d) − Rf + Rs − p − ps  X

C
c 

× − R
C
fc + Rs − p − p

C
c − ps ×(1 − d) − Rf + Rs − p − ps   × 1 − X

C
c  Y

C
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N.

(12)

-e corresponding gains from these customers are as
follows:

gainA,D,H,E � p
C
c − c

C
c  × svA,D,H,E. (13)

In summary, e-tailers’ gains from complementary goods
fC

c can be summarized as follows:

gainC
c � gainI,L,M,P + gainA,D,H,E

� p
C
c − c

C
c  × svI,L,M,P + svA,D,H,E .

(14)

-e sales volume from independent products is given in
constraints (15)–(18). Similar to the complementary prod-
ucts, e-tailers obtain the sales volume from segments C,D, L,
K, H, G, P, and O buying independent products fI

i .

8 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society



Rf + Rs − p − ps  − Rf + R
I
i + Rs − p − ps − p

I
i  Y

I
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (15)

Rf + R
I,r
i + Rs − p − ps ×(1 − d) − p

I
i  × X

I
i − Rf + Rs − p − ps  Y

I
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N (16)

p
I
i − R

I
i Y

I
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (17)

Rf + R
I,r
i + Rs − p − ps ×(1 − d) − p

I
i − Rf + Rs − p − ps  Y

I
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N. (18)

-e reservation price RI,r
i is the consumer evaluation of

the product when e-tailers recommended independent
goods fI

i . -e e-tailer’s gains from independent goods fI
i

can be summarized as follows:

gainI
i � p

I
i − c

I
i  × svL,K,P,O + svC,D,H,G . (19)

-e sales volume from substitutes is given in constraints
(20)–(27). If the shipping-fee discount of f products can
bring consumers more utility, consumers in segments A, B,
C, and D may abandon the purchase of substitutes and buy
product f. -is type of consumer’s reservation price satisfies
constraints (2), (3), and (20)–(22). Among them, constraints
(3) and (20)–(22) indicate that consumers belong to groups
A, B, C, and D; the constraint (2) shows that consumers will
buy product f instead of the substitutes in the shipping-fee
discount activities:

R
S
s − p

S
s Y

S
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (20)

R
S
s − p

S
s − Rf − p  Y

S
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (21)

Rf+Rs +R
S,r
fc − p − p

S
s − ps ×(1 − d) Y

S
n ≤ 0, n � 1, . . . , N.

(22)

Due to the substitution effect, the change in the con-
sumers’ purchase decision reduces the sales volume of
substitutes fS

s . -e reductive gains are shown as follows:

gainA–D � − p
S
s − c

S
s  × svA–D. (23)

For groups I–L, if the e-tailers’ recommendations in-
crease the consumer’s reservation price, the purchase of
substitutes fS

s has the highest positive consumer surplus
compared with the other substitutes. -erefore, customers
may change their original purchase decision and increase the
demand of substitutes fS

s . -ese consumers’ reservation
prices meet the following constraints:

R
S
s + Rf + Rs − p − p

S
s − ps − R

S
s + Rs − p − p

S
s  Y

S
n ≤ 0, n � 1, . . . , N, (24)

R
S,r
s + Rf + Rs − p − p

S
s − ps ×(1 − d) 

× Rf + Rs + R
S,r
fc − p − p

S
s − ps ×(1 − d) − R

S,r
fc + Rs − p

S
s − ps  Y

S
n ≥ 0, n � 1, . . . , N.

(25)

-e corresponding gain of substitutes fS
s in segments I–L

is given by

gain I − L p
S
s − c

S
s  × svI−L. (26)

In addition, customers in segments E–H impacted by the
recommendation may purchase substitutes fS

s . -e corre-
sponding consumers meet the constraints (3) and (27):

R
S
s + Rs − p

S
s − ps Y

S
n ≤ 0, n � 1, . . . , N. (27)

Constraint (27) indicates that customers would not buy
the product if their surpluses are negative. -e corre-
sponding gains of the consumers are as follows:

gainE − H � p
S
s − c

S
s  × svE−H. (28)

In summary, the e-tailer’s gains from product fS
s are as

follows:

gainS
s � gainI−L + gainE−H + gainA−D

� p
S
s − c

S
s  × svI−L + svE−H − svA−D( .

(29)

-e constraint (30) indicates that the profit after the
promotion shall not be less than the profit before the
promotion:

gainf + 

|COM|

c�1
gainC

c + 

|IND|

i�1
gainI

i + 

|SUB|

s�1
gainS

s ≥ 0. (30)

Model constraint (31) shows that e-tailers cannot rec-
ommend all products. Under the traditional environment
(such as the physical store), the limited shelf space makes the
e-tailer arrange products that have the highest profits and are
most likely to be purchased on the shelf. Under the network
environment, the maximum recommended amount m is
mainly affected by the space of the recommended list or
online ads:
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|COM|

c�1
X

C
c + 

|IND|

i�1
X

I
i + 

|SUB|

s�1
X

S
s ≤m. (31)

4. Experimental Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, we use a
Taobao shop’s data to analyze the improvement effect of the
model on e-tailers’ sales volume. -e focus of this manu-
script is to emphasize the importance of the joint optimi-
zation of the discount rate and product recommendation.
-erefore, the model with joint optimization should be
compared with strategies that optimize only one component.
On the one hand, we confirm the validity of the proposed
model by comparison with a strategy with an optimal dis-
count and random recommendation and a strategy with no
discount but optimal recommendation. On the other hand,
we change the shipping-fee discount and recommendation
products collection to study the relationship between the
shipping-fee discount and product recommendation.

4.1. Data Sources

4.1.1. Data Collection. In the Taobao shop, the “mop” was
promoted with the shipping-fee discount, and online shop
owners provided product recommendations to consumers.
According to Figure 1, the enterprise can recommend 6
products to consumers. How are 6 products selected to
recommend? -is model initially selects products from the
whole store for recommendation. So we collect the original
price of the product, the shipping-fee discount, recom-
mended products’ (SUB, COM, and IND) price, and other
data. We can also obtain the product’s cost from the e-tailer
in the experiment. Recommended products and their re-
lationship to the mop are shown in Table 3. -ese are
candidate sets of recommended products.

4.1.2. Customers’ Reservation Prices. Because the online
shop’s sales price is the result of continuous improvement in
the fierce market competition environment, this article
assumes that the product price is the best price for each
product sold separately. Previous research has provided a
reliable method of simulating the consumer’s reservation
price based on the optimal price of the product [24, 30, 43].
For example, when the consumer reservation price is subject
to the uniform distribution U(rl, ru), the optimal price of the
product p is the mean of the product cost and the upper
bound of the reservation price, namely, p � ((ru + c)/2).
Jiang et al. [29] used this approach to estimate the distri-
bution range of customers’ reservation prices and obtained
satisfactory results. We can get the upper bound of the
reservation price ru � 2 × p − c. We assume that the lower
bound of the reservation price is a certain percentage of the
product price: rl � (1 − β) × p, where βmeasures the degree
of heterogeneity in the customers’ valuation of the product.
In this chapter, we first assume that the value of β is 0.2.
-en, the effect of β and the type of consumer reservation

price (normal distribution, exponential distribution, and
web distribution) are studied in Section 5.

4.1.3. Experimental Design. Based on the literature [42, 44],
we assume that the consumer’s reservation price for the
complementary products bundle RC

fc is Rf + (1 + θC
fc) × RC

c ,
where the complementarity index θC

fc is the random number
in the interval [0, 0.1]. -e customers’ reservation price for
substituteRS,r

s equals (1 + c) × RS
s when recommended, where

c is an influence index.We will study the effect of θC
fc and c on

the proposed model by sensitivity analysis in Section 5.
In this chapter, we verify the effectiveness of the opti-

mization model by three experiments and assume that the
number of consumersN is 500 and themaximum number of
products recommended m is 6. Experiment 1 was a study
conducted with only shipping discounts and no recom-
mended products. Experiment 1 proved that sales volume
can be increased through freight discount, but the loss of
freight would reduce the profit within a certain range. -e
results of experiment 2 verified the overall performance of
the model, optimizing the shipping-fee discounts and rec-
ommended product set to get the best sales volume and
comparing them with the methods that optimize only one
component. Experiment 3 changed the discount rate and
recommended product collection to verify the dependencies
of the discount and the product recommendation.

4.2. Numerical Results

4.2.1. Loss of Freight Discount. We base our profit on the
absence of any marketing measures. -at is, when gain � 0,
there are no shipping discounts and recommendation strate-
gies. In Experiment 1, a freight discount is randomly selected to
calculate the sales volume and profit.-e experimental result is
that the sales volume of product f is 67, which means that the
freight discount brings an increase in products. At this time
gain> 0, that is, the freight discount makes consumers buy
more product f and also brings profits to the merchant. Next,
we increase the shipping discount to 78%.-e experiment finds
that the sales volume increases, but gain< 0, indicating that the
loss caused by the freight discount is greater than the profit
brought by the increase in the sales volume of product f. At
this time, in the case of the freight discount, we made product

Table 3: Recommended products and their relationship to mop.

ID Product name Relation
F1 Blue mop SUB
F2 Long mop SUB
F3 Rotary mop SUB
F4 All-match mop SUB
F5 Mop rod COM
F6 Mop head COM
F7 Matching gloves COM
F8 Cleaning agent COM
F9 Car brush IND
F10 Garbage bag IND
F11 Glass blowing IND
F12 Broom IND
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recommendations and find an increase in sales and profit
compared to shipping discounts alone. -e results show that
product recommendation can to some extent compensate for
the impact of freight discounts. And sales and profits change
with different recommended products. -e focus of this article
is to study how to optimize freight discounts and recommend
products to maximize sales when gain≥ 0. Next, we perform
experiments 2 and 3.

4.2.2. Overall Performance. We examine the gains of the
enterprise using the optimizationmodel and compare it with
the sales volume from the following strategies: (1) NDOR
strategy (No Discount but Optimal Recommendation):
NDOR does not set the discount rate of the shipping fee with
optimal recommended products; and (2) ODRR strategy
(Optimal Discount and Random Recommendation). In
ODRR, e-tailers attract consumers to buy products with the
highest profit margins, which is a widely used marketing
practice. In this paper, the ODRR strategy assumes that the
e-tailers set the shipping-fee discount from the SDR and
choose 6 products with minimum cost ratios from S ∪ B,
COM, and IND as the recommended products.

SDR is the method proposed in this paper. According to
the steps in Figure 2, first find the product f satisfying
consumer demand.-rough themodel proposed in Section 3,
then calculate 6 products meeting the constraints and rec-
ommend them to consumers. -ese 6 products are selected
from the products (S ∪ B, COM, and IND) in Table 1.
-rough experiments, we find that themodel can significantly
improve the sales volume compared with the NDOR and
ODRR strategies. -e sales volume from different strategies is
shown in Table 4. Table 4 shows that the effect of the proposed
method is better than that of NDOR and ODRR. -e sales
volume improvements are 52.8% ((2104–1377)/1377) and
10.2% ((2104–1910)/1910), respectively.

For the NDOR strategy, e-tailers forego the opportunity
to guide the consumers’ purchasing decisions using the most
suitable shipping-fee discount. -erefore, they lose the
potential sales volume. Consumers may forego a purchase
because of the expensive shipping fee, such as in the scenario
with Dasiy that was mentioned in the Introduction. In
ODRR, the product with the maximum profit margin does
not necessarily meet the individual needs of consumers, so it
is difficult for e-tailers to obtain the highest sales volume.

4.2.3. Dependence of the Shipping-Fee Discount and Optimal
Recommendation. Dependence of the shipping-fee discount
and optimal recommendation requires the e-tailers’ sys-
tematic consideration.We take themop and products shown
in Table 3 as an example to verify the necessity of simul-
taneously considering the shipping-fee discount and
product recommendations. Based on the proposed model,
we find that the optimal discount rate of the shipping fee is
58% and the optimal set to recommend is {F3, F5, F6, F7,
F10, F12}. To understand the importance of the discount
rate, we recommended a set of products based on the model
and change the discount rate in the range of [50%, 60%].
Figure 6 shows the corresponding sales volume for product

f, complement fC
c , independent product fI

i , and substitute
fS

s with different shipping-fee discounts applied.
Figure 6 shows that e-tailers obtain more sales volume

with the increase of the discount rate. Although the discount
attracted more new customers, it has decreased the gains.
-ere is the constraint gain≥ 0, so the discount cannot
continue to increase. -ese new customers buy product f,
complementary products fC

c , and independent products fI
i ,

increasing sales. However, when the discount rate is more
than 58%, even though the discount attracts more cus-
tomers, it is difficult to satisfy the constraint gain≥ 0. From
Figure 6, we see the following: given the recommended
products set, there exists an optimal discount to cause the
largest sales volume for the e-tailer.

To understand the necessity of recommending the right
products, we vary the recommendation set when the ship-
ping-fee discount is fixed at the optimum (58%). For each
product in the optimal recommendation list {F3, F5, F6, F7,
F10, F12}, we use the products that belong to the same
category and are not in the list to replace it. For example,
products (F1, F2, F3, F4) belong to the substitute of product
F3. First, we use product F1 to replace product F3. -en, we
simulate the sales volume of the new recommendation {F1,
F5, F7, F8, F10, F12}. Last, we replace F3 with F2 and F4 and
then simulate the corresponding sales volume. Figure 7 gives
sales volume and the corresponding recommended products.

Figure 7 shows that the e-tailer cannot obtain the
maximum sales volume without the optimal recommen-
dation list. In this case, the largest sales volume the e-tailer
can achieve is 2104. When the e-tailer transforms the best
recommended products, the suboptimal gain is less than
2104. From Figure 7, we obtain the following revelation:
given the optimal shipping-fee discount rate, e-tailers should
recommend a reasonable product set to get the highest sales
volume.

Table 4: Comparison of demand between SDR and other strategies.

strategy -e product SUB COM IND Total
NDOR −44 48 721 652 1377
ODRR 271 −213 1131 721 1910
SDR 302 −241 1231 812 2104
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Figure 6: Sales volume under different discount rates.
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5. Sensitivity Analysis

-is section changes the reservation price, complementary
degree, and dynamic parameters in the reasonable scope to
validate the stability of the proposed model in the face of an
uncertain environment. Experimental data of 20 products
including the before-promotion prices, the complementary,
substitute, and independent products and their prices and
costs from the recommendation list are from the Taobao
online shop. Using the following method to simulate the
product reservation price, we get the results of this section
based on the average results of the above 20 cases.

5.1. Influence of Reserve Price Distribution Type. -e results
in this paper are based on the uniform distribution of
reservation. -e effects of different reservation prices
[45, 46] are examined in this section. In fact, the consumer’s
reservation price may have different forms, such as a normal
distribution, exponential distribution, Weibull distribution,
or mixed distribution. We examined these distribution types
as follows. In the case of a normal distribution, we assume
that the consumer reservation price distribution is N(u, σ2),
with u � ((cu + cl)/2) and σ � ((cu − cl)/4). In the case of
the exponential distribution, the consumers’ reservation
price in the range of [cl, cu] obeys distribution E(u). In the
case of the Weibull distribution, the consumers’ reservation
price is subject to W(u, 2). -e real number 2 is the shape
parameter, and u is the scale parameter. To make a fair
comparison, this paper first calculates the optimal price of
the products sold separately when consumers’ reservation
prices are in accordance with the different distributions.
-en, the shipping-fee discount rate and the recommen-
dation list are obtained by using our proposedmodel. Table 5
shows that the proposed model can achieve higher sales
volume regardless of the distribution.

5.2. Changes in the Range of Reservation Prices. Parameter β
explains the heterogeneity of the consumers’ evaluation of
products. -e greater the β is, the greater the difference in
the evaluation of products is. -e β of the product and its
related products were changed to verify the influence of the
heterogeneity. -e β of the related products is set at 0.3,
when the β of the product changes between 0.1 and 0.5.
Table 6 shows the shipping-fee discount rate and the sales
volume. Conversely, when β of the related products changes

between 0.1 and 0.5, β of the product remains at 0.3. Table 7
shows the corresponding results.

5.3. Effect of Personalized Recommendation. Studies have
shown that an effective recommendation can improve the
utility of consumers (or the reservation price) to increase the
possibility of the consumers purchasing the product [30].
We vary parameter c from 0.1 to 0.5, proving the influence of
a personalized recommendation. As shown in Table 8, the
sales volume increased with the increase of the dynamic
parameter c.

5.4. <e Effect of Products’ Complementary. In the study of
bundled pricing, the compatibility of the product is com-
monly measured from 0 to 1. According to the existing
literature [42] and consumer behavior, this paper assumes
that the purchase behavior of the product has a positive
influence on the consumer evaluation of complementary
products. -e formula is RC

fc � Rf + (1 + θC
fc) × RC

c , with
θC

fc > 0. -is section changed θC
fc from 0.1 to 0.5, and the

results are shown in Table 9.
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Figure 7: Sales volume under different recommendation decisions.

Table 5: Comparison of sales volume between SDR and other
strategies under different distribution types.

Distribution type NDOR ODRR SDR
Normal distribution 1172 1881 2218
Exponential distribution 1503 2113 2317
Weibull distribution 1021 1501 1523

Table 6: Impact of the product reservation price alterations.

β Discount (%) Sales volume
0.1 44 2188
0.2 46 2113
0.3 48.2 2107
0.4 51.1 1918
0.5 54 1587

Table 7: Impact of the relative product reservation price
alterations.

β (COM, IND, and SUB) Discount (%) Sales volume
0.1 59.8 4101
0.2 54.9 3701
0.3 50.1 2107
0.4 44 1889
0.5 42.3 1373

Table 8: Impact of recommendation.

Dynamic parameter c Discount (%) Demand
0.1 39.2 2259
0.2 44 3407
0.3 48.2 4206
0.4 50.1 4615
0.5 51.2 4827
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6. Conclusions and Discussion

E-commerce has greatly improved the efficiency and effi-
ciency of traditional business activities. However, expensive
shipping fees prevent customers from completing online
transactions, which leads to a loss of sales for e-tailers. More
and more e-commerce platforms have used free shipping to
attract online consumers’ shopping in order to improve the
platforms’ performance. A dilemma that the collection of
transportation costs to compensate for the cost of the
e-tailer’s transportation often dissuades the customers from
purchasing, while reducing the cost of transportation leads
to a loss in the e-tailer’s profits.

In the era of big data, how to use the recommender
system as a marketing tool to promote the sustainable de-
velopment of enterprises and convert potential browsers
into actual buyers?-is paper puts forward the optimization
model to improve e-tailers’ sales volume by setting the
shipping discount and recommended products list. Setting a
reasonable shipping fee is a difficult task. It not only needs to
be low enough to attract consumers but also needs to be high
enough to ensure the profits of the e-tailers. -e dynamic
recommendation of different products under different
conditions is also an essential business decision. SDR divides
consumers into different categories, combined with product
information, and calculates the lowest shipping discount and
a recommended product list. -e experimental results verify
that the proposed model can increase the e-tailers’ sales
volume by comparing it with other methods.-e results also
show the dependence between the shipping-fee discount and
the optimal recommendation. When the shipping-fee dis-
count of the product is determined, e-tailers should rec-
ommend reasonable products to obtain maximum sales
volume. Meanwhile, given a set of recommended products,
there is an optimal shipping-fee discount that can bring the
maximum sales volume.

We use sensitivity analysis to confirm the efficiency of
the proposed model under an uncertain environment and
find two managerial implications: (1) increasing the ship-
ping-fee discount may lead to sales’ decline when consumers
have divergent valuations for the related products; (2) a
personalized recommendation has an important role in
improving the sales volume. Under the high-quality guar-
antee of the recommendation system, e-tailers can increase
sales volume by offering the shipping-fee discount.

-erefore, companies can reduce customer churn
through freight discounts and turn potential consumers into
actual consumers and then use the recommendation system
as a marketing tool to allow consumers to buy more
products to make up for the losses caused by freight

discounts. -e model proposed in this article can optimize
freight discounts and recommend products at the same time,
so that consumers buy more products and ultimately
maximize e-tailers’ sales volume to solve the loss of
consumers.
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